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High 5 Planks 

Keep weight over your 

shoulders.  Alternate 

between above heads and 

down low in front of body 

Set your timer to 40 seconds high intensity with a 20 second rest 

Pull ups 

Feet together with partners foot either 

side.  Pull person 1 up then while they 

lean back into sitting support them, 

wait until they gently land then rotate.  

Swap feet positions half way 

Wall squat & Mt Climb 

1 person wall squats while other uses 

knees to Mt Climb, can have weight 

above head also, then swap. 

B Lifts 

Person 1 lies on the ground knees 

bent to make it easier then cross 

arms & lock them to chest, person 2 

squats over and using legs NOT BACK 

straightens legs.   

Jump ups 

Taking it in turns jump ups, squat 

down before exploding off toes up. 

Squat with ball throw 

Squat to pick up with weighted 

ball/slam ball then throw to partner 

and alternate.  Half way through 

complete throw by coming up to tip 

toes when releasing the ball 
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Set your timer to 40 seconds high intensity with a 20 second rest 

Side step ups - Side step onto tyre then down inside of tyre, then back on and outside & repeat 

Push up - Hands on the tyre with check touch tyre each rep  

Toe Tap Run – On the spot toe tap tyre as you run, stand above tyre and spring off each rep 

Tricep dips – Sit on outside of tyre with hands either side of your bum then lower you bum to hit the ground.   

The further your feet are out the harder this is 

Jump Ups – box jumps onto the tyre springing from your toes  

Throws – With force, 

push the tyre to 

partner and then 

catch.  The further 

you are from the tyre 

the harder it is  

Leg Press– Starting with both Legs 

use body weight for partner to press 

down then person standing uses 

resistance in the form of a push up 

as the legs straighten.  Move to 1 leg 

with less force. 

Press ups– After leg press move 

the tyre to chest with legs throw 

hole and press the tyre up to make 

it harder raise legs off the ground 

to 45deg angle 

Flips– Using your legs, 

squat down and pick 

up tyre then with 

force, flip it and push 

down to throw it as 

you flip, repeat 
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High 5 Planks 

Set your timer to 40 seconds high intensity with a 20 second rest 


